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It’s the summer holidays and you’ve earned them! So have we actually, hence the lighter 

selection of our posts this week: less is more! This does not apply to the European Small 

Cap sector under attrition spell and where less is just, er, less. The other key theme we 

highlight is the increased need to protect valuable content in a more digital “New 

Normal", whether it’s film or artwork (enter Verimatrix or Arteïa for that purpose). 

Lighter also means quality entertainment: W Series is the perfect example, successfully 

putting women behind the racing wheels. 

  

Have a great holiday! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
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SMALL CAPS: DRY SPELL 

As the thermostat in France reaches high levels again, concerns about a drought may go beyond 

agricultural issues towards public equity markets and to Small Caps in particular at risk of drying 

up . July has been torrid with more than €700m in aggregate market cap on its way to de-list vs. 

c.€40m market cap of recently IPOed Energisme (ALNRG FP) - not including Devoteam (DVT 

FP) which if it takes that route would more than double the tally. With €34m market cap, Munic 

(ALMUN FP, listed in February) is not changing this year-to-date picture very much. France is 

not alone as Italian midcap IMA MI shows. All deals are PE-backed before you ask: unsurprising 

given that public valuations are so much lower to private ones - and the reason why 

managements seems to be throwing the listed towel. This follows a net “market cap loss” of 

€225m in December. The attrition of the small cap space goes on: Inbound argues it is in urgent 

need of an international boost to correct the valuation hiatus vs. private. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

     

MULAN HAS HER SWORD, STUDIOS GOING STREAMING HAVE VERIMATRIX 

This is a piece of really sad news as I love to go to the movie theater: Mulan the new Disney 

tentpole will bypass the theatrical window and go straight to Disney's streaming services' 60.5 

subscribers. They will "just" have to pay $29.9. This trend could be followed by AT&T’s 
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WarnerMedia unit, Warner Bros. Pictures, which just demurred on the opportunity to premiere 

another $200 million-plus budget theatrical tentpole straight to HBO Max. Also last week, 

Comcast’s NBC Universal division and its Universal Pictures arm announced a revenue-sharing 

arrangement with powerful exhibition chain AMC Theatres in which films will premiere in the 

transactional streaming VOD window for a $20-a-pop, 48-hour rental. All these moves show 

that one impact of the pandemic could be that people will not go to movie theaters anymore as 

they have realized during lockdowns that it could be more comfortable to watch movies at 

home. One of the issues of such a move to go straight to the TV will be to protect the content 

against piracy especially on OTT (streaming services are mostly OTT services). One of the main 

actors able to properly protect OTT content is Verimatrix (VMX) as it is able to protect at the 

same time video content and apps which are a way to access OTT content. Content is King, 

PROTECTED Content is Emperor! - just ask VMX FP 

Click here to find out more >> 
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ART TRAFFICKING: WHEN COUNTERFEITERS REPLACE THIEVES... 

The so-called New Normal rhymes with increased needs for stronger tech solutions to protect 

and trace artwork - think Arteïa ... 

According to Le Figaro, the theft of works and objects of art has fallen by c. 50% in 12years, from 

2,714 incidents in 2007 to 1,474 last year, while counterfeiters have taken over. 

Away from old-fashioned teams of burglars who would methodically scour museums, castles, 

cathedrals and homes of HNWIs, trafficking has moved to clever, less visible acts of fraudulent 

crimes, relating to the trade in fake works of art and copies of authentic works. With the help of 

experts and unscrupulous sellers, paintings produced by accomplice painters and attributed to 

listed artists can be negotiated for values ranging as high as €120k says OCBC, the organisation 

acting against trafficking of all types of art objects and antiques in France. 
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This is why Inbound’s client Arteïa will soon launch an online catalogue raisonné for artists 

(exhaustive list of an artist's works) in partnership with the leading publisher Cahiers d'Art. The 

solution will be secured by blockchain and will help ensure the authenticity of works, and 

ultimately their fair value in the market. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

      

THE EFFECT OF COVID 19 ON THE ART BUSINESS... 

... is a never-ending story. We all now know that it has sped up the move to digitalization at the 

expense of fairs, galleries, dealers, auction houses which were unable to organize physical events. 

Art Basel is one of the victims of this new trend but luckily its parent company, MCH, has found 

some help in the person of James Murdoch (not less than the son of the tycoon Rupert Murdoch) 

who will infuse $80m to save MCH. Art Basel’s global director Marc Spiegler is happy to say that 

“At a time when the entire exhibitions industry faces enormous challenges caused by the 

COVID-19 pandemic, this is a very positive development.” And the good news is that James is 

fortunately far more liberal than his father and has resigned from News Corp’s board of directors 

before this transaction. This move shows nevertheless that the art world is changing and 

probably not all the "old world" art companies will find their James Murdoch. At the end of the 

day, the real winners will be the much more agile new digital companies in the art business 

#such as Arteïa.  

Click here to find out more >> 

  

     

Jamie Chadwick: Williams development driver, F3 regional driver and maybe F1 driver soon? All 

after joining W Series – the platform that aims to promote women into higher echelons of 

motorsport. 
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Click here to find out more >> 
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ESPORTS AND THE NEXT FRONTIER OF BRAND SPONSORSHIP 

esport is still a mystery to me, that's probably why I like writing about it. Why would I watch 

people playing videogames? OK, I don't really fit the description of the average esport fan who is 

under 26 years of age and over 70% a savvy, and highly educated man. Despite the fact that I am 

not a fan (and would probably never be one), it is growing fast ($950m in revenue in 2019 and 

$1.1b expected in 2020) and more and more people play or watch esport more than once a week. 

If you want to be a sponsor in that fast-growing market, you have to take in account the fact that 

there are many types of esport fans: fans of mature esports (League of Legend, CS:GO) interested 

in e-commerce, business and fast cars (what a surprise!); fan of newer esports (Fortnite, 

Overwatch) with a focus on personal outward appearance; fans of sport-simulation games (FIFA) 

interested in a wide variety of sports and who care about their personal health and, at last, fans 

of niche esports (Starcraft II) which are interested in literature and gathering knowledge, travel, 

and using smart devices. I must say that I am lost and I let you to meditate on all that!  

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital acts as outsourced IR for Verimatrix (VMX FP). 

Inbound Capital acts as lead advisor for the current funding round of private 

company ARTEÏA. 

Inbound Capital acts as Fund Raiser for private company W SERIES. 
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The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 

verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express 

or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 
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